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Diagonalization, cardinality, and recursive padding arguments are used to separate 
the Turing machine space complexity classes obtained by bounding space, number of 
worktape symbols, and number of worktape heads. Witness languages over a one-letter 
alphabet are constructed when possible. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given any space bound So, we can ask whether there is a language which can be 
accepted within space S o and which actually requires about that much space. A more 
precise formulation for nondeterministic Turing machines would seek a language 
L c NSPACE(S0) which is not in NSPACE(S)  for various "smaller" space bounds S. 
Because the desired results distinguish NSPACE(S0) from other complexity classes, 
we call them separation results. The best known techniques for proving such results are 
diagonalization [29], cardinality [13], and padding [15] arguments. Our aim in this 
paper is to present he most refined arguments we can using these techniques and the 
newer recursive padding technique already used by [7, 28] to prove separation results 
for nondeterministic Turing machine time complexity classes. We include arguments 
for separating space complexity classes of languages over even just a one-letter alphabet. 
It is well known that enlarging the worktape alphabet of a Tur ing machine is equivalent 
to multiplying the available work space by constant factors [29]. Our refined arguments, 
therefore, deal with complexity classes obtained by bounding both work space and 
worktape alphabet cardinality. Further refinement is made possible by adopting a 
suggestion of A. Meyer to limit the number of worktape heads as well. (Our strongest 
results imply that as little as log S O less work space is sometimes sufficient for separation 
if we leave fixed the numbers of worktape symbols and worktape heads.) The relationships 
among the resources pace, worktape symbols, and worktape heads are explored in [26]. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Our Turing machine model, which we call an off-line TM, has a read-only input tape 
and a single read-write worktape. The input string is received between special end- 
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markers on the input tape and is read by a single read-only input head, which is allowed 
to move freely between the endmarkers. The initially blank worktape is infinite to the 
right only. We allow any fixed finite number of freely moving, but initially left-adjusted, 
read-write heads on the worktape. The worktape heads can detect both each other and 
the left end of the worktape, and they are never required to write conflicting symbols on a 
single tape square or to shift past the left end of the worktape. An off-line TM with 
m >~ 2 symbols in its worktape alphabet (counting the blank symbol, which may be used 
without restriction even in overwrite instructions) and l >~ 1 worktape heads is called 
an (m, l)-machine. Such an automaton is deterministic if its transition rules prescribe 
no more than one legal transition in each situation. An off-line TM can act as an acceptor 
by halting in some designated accepting state and with a blank worktape at the end of 
some computations. We assume the reader is familiar with how concepts uch as these 
can be formalized. A good single reference for formal definitions relating to Turing 
machines is [14]. 
DEFINITION. Let M be any off-line TM acceptor. M accepts the string x ~X*, 
where X* is the set of all finite strings of symbols from Z', if there is some accepting 
computation by M on input x. M accepts the language L(M)  = {x I M accepts tring x}. 
For x EL(M), SpaceM(x ) is the minimum number of distinct worktape squares visited 
by the worktape heads of M in an accepting computation by M on x; for x ~L(M),  
SpaceM(x ) = oO by convention. For f:  N--> N, where N is the set of nonnegative integers, 
define 
L I (M ) = {x r SpaceM(x) ~< f([ x [)}, 
where [ x l denotes the length of the string x. We say 3~ r accepts within space f if 
L(M)  = L I (M ). Define 
NSPACE( f ,  m, l) = {L I L = L(M)  = L I (M ) for some (m,/)-machine M}, 
NSPACE(f )  = U {NSPACE(f, m, I) ] m > 2, l ~> 1}, 
DSPACE(f ,  m, l) = {L I L = L(M)  = L , (M)  for some deterministic (m,/)-machine M}, 
DSPACE(f)  = U {DSPACE(f, m, l) [ m > 2, l >~ 1}. 
We say that S: N--+ N is a space bound if NSPACE(S) contains languages which are 
not regular (i.e., if NSPACE(S) =A NSPACE(1)). The function S and every subscripted 
or primed S mentioned below are assumed to be space bounds. 
For g: N-+ R +, where R + is the set of positive real numbers, we use the notations 
O(g) = {f I l imsup [f(n)/g(n)] < oo}, 
o(g) = {f ] l imsup [f(n)/g(n)] <~ 0}. 
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When the precise specification of a function is not relevant, we allow an imprecise 
specification. Thus, the bases for the logarithms in such assertions as log.fff O(logg) 
and logfE  o(logg) need not be specified. 
PROPOSITION 1. No space bound S satisfies 
S(n) e o(log log n). 
Proof. See[13]. | 
It is well known that the NSPACE(S), DSPACE(S) complexity classes are generally 
insensitive to machine model design variations. The NSPACE(S, m, l), DSPACE(S, m, l) 
complexity classes, on the other hand, are sensitive to machine model design (see [26]). 
Except for fine detail, however, most of our proofs and results are quite insensitive to 
machine model design variations. 
Well-known "gap" theorems indicate that there are space bounds S 0 whose complexity 
classes are indistinguishable from the complexity classes determined by arbitrarily 
"smaller" space bounds (see [4, 6, 31]). Fortunately, however, we can rule out such space 
bounds without ruling out any space bounds of practical interest by requiring that S o 
be "honest" in some sense. Commonly used notions of honesty in this context are 
"constructability" [13, 29] and "full constructability" [3, 15, 23]. The latter is slightly 
stronger and more convenient to use. One more variety of honesty, which we call "linear 
space honesty" will be useful for arbitrary functions in this paper. 
DEFINITION. A function f: N -+ N is constructable if it does not belong to O(1) and 
there is a deterministic off-line TM acceptor M with input alphabet Z, L(M) = Z*, 
max{SpaceM(x) ] x e Z*, Ix I = n} =f(n).  
I f  M can be chosen with SpaceM(x ) = f([ x I) for every x e Z*, then f is fully constructable. 
A function f: N -+ N -- {0} is linear space honest if 
{bin(k) # bin(f  (k)) I k e N} e DSPACE(n), 
where bin(h) is the binary representation of k, high-order bit first. 
It is easy to see that a deterministic off-line TM can compute bin(f  (k)) from bin(k) 
within space bounded by ] bin(k)] 4- [ bin(f(k))l if f is linear space honest [25]. It follows 
by [20, Sect. 4] that the polynomially bounded linear space honest functions are precisely 
the unary functions of Grzegorczyk's class g2 [11]. 
PROPOSITION 2. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Consider the following four assertions: 
f is linear space honest and log n e O(f(n)); 
f is fully constructable; 
f is constructable; 
f is a space bound. 
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(1) (i) ~ (ii) ~ (iii) ~ (iv). Furthermore, iff is linear space honest and log n c o(f(n)), 
then f is fuUy constructable by a (2, 1)-machine. 
(2) (i) ~ (ii) ~ (iii) -4 (iv). However, if f is constructable and n ~ O(f(n)), then f 
is fully constructable. 
(3) ]f f is fully constructable by an (m, l)-machine and 1 e o(f(n)), then f satisfies 
logm n - -  l "logm log,~ n - - f (n)  e O(1), 
from which it follows that 
log,, n -- f(n) ~ O(Iog log n), 
log n E O(f(n)). 
However, there are fully constructable functions in O(log log n). 
Proof. See [10, 24, 25]. | 
Criteria slightly different from ours for "acceptance within space S" have been 
proposed. Book [2] requires that every accepting computation on input x involve no more 
than S(I x 1) worktape squares, and Ibarra [15] requires that every computation on 
input x involve no more than S([ x 1) worktape squares. The proof of the following 
proposition shows that the complexity classes determined by fully construetable space 
bounds are hardly affected by these differences. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let S be fully constructable by an (m, l)-machine, and let M be an 
(m, l)-maehine. Then Ls(M) E NSPACE(S,  m, l + 1); and if M is deterministic, then 
Ls(M) e DSPACE(S, m, l -I- 1). 
Pro@ An acceptor for Ls(M) fully constructs pace S and then computes according 
to the transition rules of M within that space. The extra head is left by the first phase to 
delimit the space used. | 
To speak with precision about universal simulation below, we must carefully encode 
off-line TM acceptors as character strings. With each off-line TM acceptor having 
input alphabet {O, 1} and worktape alphabet contained in some fixed countably infinite 
set, we associate a distinct program code from {0, 1}*; and we do this in agreement with 
the easily satisfied conditions listed below. We use the notation Lpc ~ for the set of program 
codes for (m, /)-machines, and we denote by M r the off-line TM acceptor with program 
code e. 
CONDITION l. No program code is a prefix or suffix of another, and Lp~ t is regular 
for each m, I. Each program code has suffix O. 
CONDITION 2. For each m, l, there is an (m, /)-machine U (a "universal simulator") 
with 
L(u) = {ex I e ~L ;~ ', x ~ r.(Me)}, 
Spacev(ex) <~ e~ + Spacem,(X) for e aL~6 z, x eZ(2VIe), 
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where c e depends only on e. Furthermore, U has exactly one computation on ex for 
each computation by M e on x, and the former involves at most c e more tape squares 
than the latter. 
CONDITION 3. For each m, 1, there is a recursive function 9 •.z .m.z f- Lpc - -~pc  such that 
Mr(e) first deterministically writes e at the front of its worktape and thereafter acts 
according to the transition rules of M e . (This condition is a variant of the s11-theorem 
of recursive function theory [21].) 
Most common instruction-by-instruction or state-by-state codings of off-line TM 
acceptors can be tailored to satisfy these conditions. The only trick is to design the 
universal simulator of Condition 2 so that one of the l ~> 1 simulating worktape heads 
carries with it and references an appropriate version of the program code e. 
3. CARDINALITY ARGUMENT 
The cardinality argument of [13] yields very good separation results even for 
DSPACE vs NSPACE,  but it seems to apply only at sublogarithmie complexity levels. 
The argument below is a refined version of the one in [13]. 
THEOREM 1. Assume S o is fu l ly  constructable by an (m, l)-machine. There is a language 
L _C{0, 1}* which satisfies 
(1) L ~ DSPACE(So,  m, l + 1), 
(2) L r DSPACE(S,  m, 1 - -  1) i f  
min{So(n ) - -  S(n), log~ n - -  l -  logm logm n - -  S(n)} r O(1) 
(3) L 6 NSPACE(S,  m, l) i f  
min{S0(n ) - -  2 -  S(n), log,~ n - -  l .  log~ logm n - -  2" S(n)} r O(I). 
Proof. Take 
L = {x + {0, 1}* l x = uyu R for some u with ] u 1 = min{[89   I x [J, m so~ 9 80(1 x I)+}}, 
where u n is the reverse of string u. 
We first show that L c DSPACE(S0,  m, l + 1). An aceeptor for L can compute as 
follows on the input string x: Lay out space So( ] x I), using the extra head to delimit 
that space. Then use the delimited space as a counter to compare successive characters 
from the two ends of the input string. Note that the delimiting head alone could use the 
delimited space to maintain an m-ary counter up to mS0q< ~. (The head normally scans 
the low-order character, i t  can safely leave its post to perform a "carry," to "borrow," 
or to check for overflow if it temporarily overwrites the low-order character by one of the 
other characters.) Because l extra heads are available, it is possible to count up to 
mSoClXll'So(] x ])~ before overflowing. The delimiting head can be used to erase (i.e., 
overwrite with blanks) the worktape. 
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For the proofs of (2) and (3), we define 
St(n ) = [min{S0(n), log" n - -  l -  log" log,, n}]. 
Then for n /> ra, 
n/2 ~ n/m ~ m (l~ . . . .  /'logmlOg~nn)--I " ( log"  n - -  l "  log~ log~ n)  z 
m sl(~)-t . St(n) ~ 
and 
mSd.) . So(n) ~ ~ m so(")-1. So(n) ~ 
m sl(")-I 9 St(n) ~, 
so 
min{[n/2], m s~ 9 S0(n) ~} ~ m s~(")-l" Sl(n) ~. 
To prove (2), we show that L 6 DSPACE(S, m, l - -  1) unless St(n) -- S(n) E O(1). 
The rightward crossing-and-returning behavior of a deterministic off-line TM at an 
input boundary can be described as a function from 
{memory states} 
into 
{memory states} u {"accept without return," "neither accept nor return"}. 
For a deterministic d-state (m, l - -  1)-machine to correctly accept he strings of length n 
in L within space S(n), there must be a distinct rightward crossing-and-returning behavior 
for the left boundary of each possible suffix of length min{[n/2J, mSo (") 9 S0(n)~}; therefore, 
we must have 
(2 + d" m s(n) 9 S(n)Z-t) a''s(")'s(n)'-I ~ 2msl(")-" sl (n)z. 
Taking logarithms twice gives 
S(n) + l" log S(n) + constant erm ~ Sl(n ) + l" log Sl(n ) @ constant erm, 
so that St(n ) --  S(n) e O(I). 
To prove (3), we show that L 6NSPACE(S,  m, l) unless St(n ) - -2 -S (n)E  O(1). 
The rightword crossing-and-returning behavior of a nondeterministic off-line TM at an 
input boundary can be described as a relation from 
{memory states} 
to 
{memory states} k) {"accept without return," "neither accept nor return"}. 
Reasoning as above, we must have 
2 (2+a'ms(n)'S(nlz~'(t~'ms(~)'s(n)z) ~ 2mS~(~)-~'Sx (n)~. 
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iking logarithms twice gives 
2 9 (S(n) -~ I .  log S(n)) @ constant erm ~ Si(n ) + l-  log Sl(n ) + constant erm, 
that Sl(n ) - -  2" S(n) ~ O(1). | 
The original argument of [13] was for S o merely constructable. For S o constructable 
an (m, /)-machine M with L(M)  _C Z'*, a witness language over Z • {0, 1} is obtained 
the above argument. For no space bound S o do we know of a way to modify the 
gument o give a witness language over just a one-letter alphabet. 
4. DIAGONALIZATION 
Diagonalization yields very good separation results among the DSPACE classes. Our 
st diagonalization proof is a refined version of one appearing in [29]. 
THEOREM 2. Assume S O is fu l ly constructable by an (m, l @ 1)-machine. There is a 
~guage L C_ {0, 1}* which satisfies 
(I) L E DSPACE(S 0 , m, l + 2), 
(2) L r DSPACE(S, m, l) i f  
So(n ) - -  2" S(n) - -  l" logm S(n) - -  logm n r O(1). 
Proof. First modify the universal (m, /)-machine of Condition 2 to halt (and reject) 
aenever a nondeterministic transition is called for; then use Condition 1 to modify 
e result to get a deterministic (m, /)-machine U with d states and 
'~'~ EL(Me)  , M e has only one computation on ex}, L (U)  = {ex ] e E Lpe, ex 
Spacev(ex) ~< ce + SpaceM,(ex) if ex EL(U) ,  e ~Lpe, 
aere c, depends only on e. Take L = L (M) ,  where M is a deterministic (m, l -F 2)- 
achine which computes as follows on the input string x: 
1. Lay out space So( [ x 1), using head A to bound it. 
2. Use l worktape heads to start a computation by U on the input x, and use 
,ad B tO bound that computation. Meanwhile, use head A to maintain an m-ary count 
the steps in the computation by U. 
s0(I x I) 
f J~  
computation by U 
free space m-ary counter b lanks . . .  
(l heads) 
T 
head B head A 
z/x4/z-6 
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3. I f  U accepts the input before its computation and the count exhaust ~the free 
space, then reject the input; otherwise, accept it when U halts or the count reaches 
head B. 
4. Use head _//to erase the worktape for acceptance. 
By design, L E DSPACE(S0, m, l + 2). Suppose ~l~r is a deterministic (m, /)-machine 
that accepts within space S, where A(n) r 0(1) for 
A(n) == So(n ) --  2" S(n) - -  l 9 log,. S(n) --  logm n. 
Take x so that zi(I ex [) > 2c e 4- l" log., c e 4- logm d. I f  ex eL(Me),  then ex EL(U)  and 
Spacev(ex ) ~ ce 4- Spacem+(ex ) 
-~ c e 4- S([ ex I); 
therefore, 
Timev(ex)  <~ d "] ex ] 9 m "~+s(l*~l) "(c, 4- S(] ex [))+. 
(Otherwise, a total state would repeat, and U would loop forever on input ex.) Since 
(c, 4- 8(I ex l)) 4- Iogm(d. ] ex [ 9 m e++s(lexl) " (c e 4- S([ ex ]))') 
c~ 4- S([ ex ]) 4- log~(d [ ex[ m c+ m s([+~l~ . . . .  ce t .  S(] ex 1) z) 
= S0( l ex I) - ~( I  ex l) 4- (2c, 4- l -  log m c e 4- log~ d) 
So( I ex 1), 
U does accept the input before its computation and the count exhaust he free space; 
so ex 6L(M) .  On the other hand, if ex 6L(M+), then ex 6L(U) .  Eventually, therefore, 
either U halts without accepting or the counter exhausts the free space; so ex eL(M) .  
Therefore, L(M+) ~ L (M)  ~L .  | 
As in Theorem 1, a witness language over Z • {0, 1} is obtained by the above argument 
if S O is constructable by an (m, /)-machine with L(M)  C Z*. 
Unlike the cardinality argument, diagonalization can be used to get a witness language 
over just a one-letter alphabet. The simplest way gives the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Assume S O is ful ly constructable by an (m, l + 1)-machine. There is a 
language L C {1}* which satisfies 
(1) L E DSPACE(S0, m, l 4- 2), 
(2) L r DSPACE(S, m, l) i f  
1 ~ o(So(n ) - -  2" S(n) - -  l -  Iog~ S(n) - -  log,~ n). 
Pro@ Define f: N---~L'~e +so that whenever the m-ary representation of n has a 
(low-order) suffix which is a member of L m'z pe , f (n)  is that suffix. Note that some such 
function f can be computed within space log,, n by an (m, 1)-machine. Note also that 
"trY, Z {n I f (n)  = e} is infinite for each e eLpe .  
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Let U be the deterministic (m, /)-machine obtained by modifying the universal (m, l)- 
tchine of Condition 2 to halt without accepting rather than take a nondeterministic 
.~p. Take L = L(M) ,  where M is a deterministic (m, l + 2)-machine which computes 
follows on the input string 1~: 
1. Lay out space So(n ), using head A to bound it. 
2. Within space S0(n), try to compute f (n)  and then to recopy it, writing only on 
cry other tape square. (For success we need only So(n ) >~ max{log,~ n, 2" If(n)l}.) 
ais will leave the intervening tape squares available for marking, so that some worktape 
ad with other duties will be able to carry around and reference f (n) .  
3. Use l worktape heads to start a computation by U on the input str ingf(n) 1 ~, 
d use head B to bound that computation. Meanwhile, use head A to maintain an m-ary 
unt of the steps in the computation by U (see the diagram in the proof of Theorem 2). 
4. I f  U accepts f (n ) l  '~ before its computation and the count exhaust the free 
ace, then reject the input; otherwise, accept it when U halts or the count reaches 
ad B. 
5. Use head A to erase the worktape for acceptance. 
By design, L ~ DSPACE(SO,  m, l -r 2). Suppose M~ is a deterministic (m, /)-machine 
at accepts within space S, where 1 E o(A(n)) for 
A(n) -- So(n ) -- 2 -  S(n) - -  l " log,~ S(n) --  log,~ n. 
tke n so that f (n)  = e and so large that 
A(n) > 2c~ + l-  log,, c a -~- logm d + 2 " I e 1. 
is easy to verify that 1" c (L - -  L(M~)) U (L(Me) - -  L). | 
For deterministic off-line TM acceptors which halt on every input within some space 
,und, a more sophisticated iagonalization technique is available [5, 10, 19, 30]. To 
apt this technique, it suffices to place an honesty condition on the space bounds S 
well as on So. 
THEOREM 4. Let f (n)  ~ n be any linear space honest function with 1 ~ o(f(n)). Assume 
~(n) is ful ly constructable by an (m, l + 2)-machine. There is a language L C{I}* which 
tisfies 
(l) L e DSPACE(S 0 , m, l + 3), 
(2) Z r DSPACE(S, m, l) i f  S is fully constructable by an (m, l)-machine and 
So(n ) -- f(So(n)) -- 2 " S(n) - -  (l + 1)- logm S(n) --  log,, n r O(1). 
Proof. Since 89 "f(n) must be linear space honest, too, it will suffice to find L which 
tisfies (1) and 
(2') L q~ DSPACE(S, m, l) if S is fully constructable by an (m, /)-machine and 
SO(n) --  5 -f(SO(n)) -- 2" S(n) - -  (l + 1)" logm S(n) --  logm n r O(1). 
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Let U be the deterministic (m, l + 1)-machine obtained by modifying the universal 
(m, l + 1)-machine of Condition 2 to halt (and reject) whenever a nondeterministic 
transition is called for. Say U has d states. 
For any e I we can design a deterministic (m, l + 3)-machine M(ea) which computes 
as follows on input 1~: 
1. Lay out space So(n), using the extra head, head A, to bound it and later to 
erase it.  
2. Lay out two subareas of size f(so(n)). Do this by converting So(n ) to binary, 
computing bin(f (SO(n))) from bin(S0(n)), and converting the result back to unary. 
Because f(n) ~ n is linear space honest, a very few of the now free l q- 2 heads will 
suffice to do this within the limits of space So(n ) ~ [ bin(so(n))] + ]bin(f (SO(n)))] 
(cf. the "furthermore" part of Proposition 2(1)). 
One subarea will be used to range through program codes e eL~ z+l in lexicographic 
order, leaving every second tape square available for marking. The other subarea will 
be used to range through strings x E {1}* with Ix]  ( n in order of increasing length, 
also leaving every second tape square availab!e for marking. With marking space available, 
it will be possible for some worktape head, head B, different from head A to carry around, 
reference, and maintain these subareas. 
3. For each e ranged over (i.e., for l e J~  89 "f(so(n))), do steps 4-5, always 
within the limits of space S0(n ) - 2 .f(so(n)). 
4. For each x ranged over (i.e., for I x l  ~< 89 .f(so(n))), run u on the input e~ex, 
while counting steps as in the proof of Theorem 2 to assure termination. If any of these 
computations by U leads to acceptance before the step count runs into it, then skip 
step 5 for the e currently under consideration. 
5. Position head B on square s max{r [r + logm(dnm~r z+~) ~ So(n)}, using 
binary arithmetic. Use l + 1 worktape heads to start a computation by U on e l  ~ within 
space s - -  2 "f(So(n)). Meanwhile, toassure termination, use head A to maintain within 
space So(n ) -- s an m-ary count of the steps in the computation by U. 
S (at least) logm(dnm s s t+l) 
by U (l + 1 heads) e x counter blanks computation m-aYy I ~ 9 
/ s - 2 .U(SO(n)) 
head B head A 
The possible outcomes of the computation by U on el n are acceptance, rejection (by 
halting or by looping (counter overflows)), abortion (computation overflows). I f  the 
outcome is rejection, then actually accept he input 1 '~ and halt. I f  the outcome is accept- 
ance, then reject 1 n and halt. In either of these cases, say that M(el) cancels e on input 1 n. 
Note that L(M~) ~ L(M(ex) if M(el) cancels e on any input. 
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We can use the fixed point theorem (Recursion Theorem) of recursive function 
theory [21] to choose e 0 so that Me0 is a deterministic (m, l -}-1)-machine with 
L(M~o ) = {ex [ M(eo) cancels e on input x}. Then acceptance by U in step 4 of M(eo) 
indicates that M(eo) cancels e on some shorter input string x. 
Let L = L(M(eo)). By design, L c DSPACE(S0,  m, l + 3). Suppose M is a deter- 
ministic (m, /)-machine which accepts within space S, where S is fully constructable 
by an (m, /)-machine. Then there is a deterministic (m, l + 1)-machine M e which 
accepts L(M)  and which runs (possibly looping) within space S(n) on the input 1 '~ for 
every n (cf. Proposition 3). 
Let ~c-r~.z+a be the finite set of program codes which precede e in lexicographic 
order and which M(eo) cancels on at least one input. Take n o so large that M(eo) cancels 
each member of E on some input shorter than n o . 
Suppose So(n ) -- 5 " f(So(n)) --  2" S(n) -- (l + 1) - log,, S(n) -- log,, n r O(1). We 
also have 1 ~ o(f(n)), so we can take n >/n  o such that 
(1) So(n ) is so large that f(So(n)) is large enough (89 " f (So(n) )~[e  ]) so that 
M(eo) on input 1 '~ can range up to e; 
(2) So(n ) is so large that f(So(n)) is large enough (89 "f(So(n)) >/no) so that M(eo) 
on input 1 ~ can range up to x -- 1%; 
t n"  . t n"  e t (3) So(n ) -- 2 "f(So(n)) >~ Spacev(eoe 1 ) + log,~ Tlmev(eoe 1 ) for each e E 
and n' < n o such that e'l"' eL(M%), so that M(eo) on input 1" can discover that it 
cancels each member of E on some input shorter than n; 
(4) So(n ) ~ s + logm(dnm~s +~) for s = ce + S(n) + 2 " f(So(n)), so that M(eo) on 
input 1 ~ can discover whether U accepts el' .  
Notice that M(eo) cancels e on input 1 '~ if not on some shorter input. Thus, 
L : L(M(eo) :/: L(Me) : L(M).  
Since M was arbitrary, it follows that L 6 DSPACE(S, m, l). | 
The condition 
So(n ) -- f(So(n)) -- 2" S(n) -- (l q- 1)" log,n S(n) -- 1ogre n 6 O(1) 
is relatively significant for space bounds So(n ) near log n, and it trivializes Theorem 4 
for So(n ) below log n. The log~ n term arose when M(el) counted steps in step 5 to assure 
termination of the computation by U. An alternative technique recently developed by 
Hartmanis and Berman [12] gives a result not involving any such terms. 
THEOREM 5. Let f(n) ~ n be any linear space honest function with 1 e o(f(n)). Assume 
S O is fully constructable by an (st, 2l + 3)-machine. There is a language L C_ {1}* which 
satisfies 
(1) L ~ DSPACE(S0,  m, 2l-+ 4), 
(2) L ~ DSPACE(S, m, l) if S is fuUy constructable by an (m, l)-machine and 
So(n ) -- f(So(n)) --  4" S(n) -- (21 + 2) '  logm S(n) ~ O(1). 
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Proof. Modif)' the proof of Theorem 4. In the modification, M(el) is a deterministic 
(m, 2l + 4)-machine which computes as before with two exceptions: 
(i) In each of the two subareas of size f(so(n)), leave every second tape square 
unused, and leave every second remaining tape square available for marking. 
(ii) In step 5, again run U on el 't, but this time assure termination in the manner 
described below. Again the outcome will be acceptance, rejection, or abortion. Branch 
on that outcome xactly as before. 
Following [12] we now describe how to assure termination in step 5 of M(ej). Position 
head B on square 
2s -- max{2r 12r + 2 "log,,(2dmrr '+~) <~ S0(n)} 
as shown here: 
SO(n) 
I e x [ b lanks . . .  
2s (at least) 2 9 log~(2dm"s z+l) 
head B head A 
Let us treat the odd and even squares as distinct "tracks" on the tape. The use of the 
tracks will be as shown here: 
S (at least) log,~(2dm ~ s~+1) 
x m-ary counter #1 computation by U (I + 1 heads) e 
b lanks . . .  
copy track (1 + 1 heads) m-ary counter #2 
Y 
head B head A 
(The purpose of modification (i) was to leave unused the appropriate squares on "track 2" 
in the two subareas of sizef(so(n)).) Head A will maintain both counters. Note that the 
computation by U will depend only on the top track out to head B and on the position 
of the input head of M(el) on the input 1 n. 
Space permitting, the use of the counters during the computation by U is as follows: 
counter #1:  the number of steps by U which leave the input head of M(el) scanning 
an endmarker; counter #2:  the number of steps by U since the input head of M(el) 
last scanned an endmarker. 
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Three fields might overflow: computation by U: outcome is abortion for lack of space; 
counter # I :  outcome is rejection because the computation by U must be looping; 
counter #2: see below. 
In the case that counter #2 overflows above, the configuration on the top track out 
to head B must have repeated since the input head of M(el) last scanned an endmarker. 
This repetition might mean that the computation by U is looping. To find out, copy the 
top track's configuration (including the l -}- 1 heads) onto the copy track, and continue 
the computation by U until that configuration occurs again. Meanwhile, use the now 
available counter #2 to count the net displacement of the input head of M(el). (This 
count cannot overflow before the copied configuration recurs.) I f  the net displacement 
is 0, then the computation by U is looping and the outcome is rejection; otherwise, 
just continue the computation by U, leaving counter #2 unused until the input head 
of M(el) again reaches an endmarker (causing counter #1 to be incremented). 
Choose e o and L =L(M(eo) as in the proof of Theorem 4. By design, 
L E DSPACE(SO, m, 2l + 4). Suppose M is a deterministic (m, /)-machine which accepts 
within space S, where S is fully constructable by an (m, /)-machine. For this M, choose 
e eL~ +I, F c f .  ma+l - -=-pc  , n o as in the earlier proof. 
Suppose So(n ) -- 5 "f(&(n)) -- 4" S(n) - (2l + 2) "logm S(n) r 0(1). We also have 
I e o(f(n)), so we can take n >~ n o such that M(eo) on input 1 n can 
(I) range up to e; 
(2) range up to x = 1%; 
(3) discover that it cancels each member of E on some input shorter than n; 
(4) discover whether U accepts eln; i.e., So(n ) ~>2(s-[-logm(2dm"s~+l)) for 
s = c. + s(, ,)  + / (So( , ) ) .  
Therefore, M(eo) cancels e, and L ~ DSPACE(S, m, l). | 
5. PADDING 
The most obvious way to obtain separation among the NSPACE classes is via deter- 
ministic simulation, which gives NSPACE(S)C DSPACE(S 2) for log n e O(S(n)) [23]. 
Ibarra [15] has used the "padding" technique of [22] to tighten up a few of the resultant 
separation results. A recursive version of this technique has been used by [7, 28] to 
prove separation results among the nondeterministic time complexity classes (see [28] 
for a discussion). In this section we apply the latter technique to the NSPACE(S, m, l) 
classes. Applications that strengthen several known results [1, 8, 9, 15-18, 27], are 
presented in [26]. 
Our main direct use of the padding technique lies in the proof of Lemma 3, our main 
lemma below. For that proof we need two lemmas, one a version of the Recursion 
Theorem [21] and the other technical. 
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~ 
21 
3. 
4. 
Thus, 
LEMMA I (Recursion Theorem). For each (m, l)-machine M with L(M)C_ {0, 1}*, 
there is an (m, l)-machine M% and a constant c with 
r(Meo) = {x ] eox eL(M)}, 
Space/%(x) ~ c + SpaceM(eoX ) for every x eL(M~o ). 
Furthermore, Ide. is deterministic i f M is. 
Proof. Let U be the universal (m, /)-machine of Condition 2, let f.Lve" ~.~ __+Lpem,~ be 
the recursive function of Condition 3, and let e 2 be the program code for the (m, l)- 
machine M. Take M~I to be an (m, /)-machine that operates as follows, given x on its 
input tape and e ~L~d z on its worktape: 
1. Convert e tof(e). 
2. Convert f (e)  to h(f(e)), where h is the "doubling homomorphism" with 
h(0) = 00, h(1) = 11. 
3. Compute on input e2f(e ) x according to the transition rules of U. To do this, 
commit e 2 to finite-state memory and carry h(f(e)) around with one of the worktape 
heads of U. (That head can be used later to erase h(f(e)).) The redundant symbols in 
h(f(e))  can be modified to mark the ends of the string and the position in f (e)  of the 
input head of U when it is scanning that portion of its input. 
Let e 0 =f(ea).  Then by definition Me, operates as follows on input x: 
Write e 1 on the worktape. 
Convert e 1 to f (e l )  = e o . 
Convert e 0 to h(eo). 
Compute on input e2eo x according to the transition rules of U. 
x c L(M~o ) -*~ e2eox c L (U)  ~- eox c L (M) ,  
SpaceM%(X) ~ c + SpaceM(eoX), 
where c is c% plus the number of worktape squares required for steps 1, 2, 3. I 
LEMMA 2. I f  S is ful ly constructable by a (2, 1)-machine, then some deterministic 
(m, l)-machine recognizes (i.e., accepts and always halts) 
{U0k I k ~ m~'S(J) 9 (2 9 S(j)) Z-l} 
within space logm n -- (l - -  1) 9 log,, log,, n. 
Proof. It is easier to get an (m, l + /)-machine that does the job. Given a fixed 
position s of the extra head, we can use the other l heads within space s to count through 
s z-1 cycles of an m-ary counter that counts up to m s, while checking whether k < m s 9 s ~-1. 
By trying successive positions , we can find position so, the least s ~ 1 with k < m s 9 s ~-1. 
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Certainly 2 " S is fully constructable by a (2, 1)-machine. Since m >/2  and l >/1,  
we can leave the extra head at position s o and attempt o lay out space 2 9 S( j )  without 
reaching that position. We succeed if and only if k ~ m 2"s~j) " (2 " S( j ) )  t-~. The extra 
head, of course, bounds the space which must be erased. 
Suppose the input length n is so large that 
I f  
then 
(log,, n - -  (l - -  1) 9 log,~ log~ n) '-~ > (log,~ n)Z-1/m. 
s o > 2 + log,,~ n --  (l - -  1) " logm log,~ n, 
m s~ 9 (s o -  1) z-1 > n - - j  + k ~> k 
by substitution, contradicting the minimality of s o . Therefore, 
s o ~ 2 + log,,, n - -  (l - -  1) 9 logm log,~ n 
for all sufficiently large n. 
To get rid of the extra head, we make two observations. The first is that the boundary 
head can be used in the first phase to run the m-ary counter without losing its place 
(see the proof of Theorem 1 above). The second is that the boundary head can be used 
even to lay out space 2 9 S( j )  in the second phase. The reason is that, since S is fully 
constructable by a (2, l)-machine, 2 9 S is fully constructable by a (2, 1)-machine which 
ignores every other tape square. We can make use of an ignored tape square to mark the 
boundary head position. | 
LEMMA 3 (Main Lemma). Let U be the universal (m, 1)-machine of Condition 2, 
and let U 1 be an (m, l)-machine with 
L(Ua) = {x ~L(U) l Spacev(x) <~ G(x)}, 
Spacevl(x) ~F(x)  for x ~L(U1), 
where F, G: {0, 1}* --7 N satisfy 
F(x)  >~ log,,, I x [ - -  (1 - -  1)" logm log,, [ x [, 
l im (G(x) - -  F(xO)) = oo. 
Ixl~oo 
Then G is not recursive. 
Proof. Let L _C {1}* be any recursive language over {1}. Because L is recursive, 
L E DSPACE(S1 ,2 ,  1) for some space bound $1 that is fully constructable by a (2, 1)- 
machine. Let M be a (2, 1)-machine which accepts L within space S 1 , and let 
S=(n) = m 2"sI~"~ "(2" Sa(n)) z-1. 
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Design an (m, /)-machine M '  that operates as follows: 
,~.z e {1}*. ( I f  1. Check that the input string is of the form exO k for some e eLpe , x 
not, then do not accept.) 
2. Determine whether k >~ $2(1 x I), and then erase all work (i.e., overwrite with 
blanks). 
3. I f  k < $2( ] x I), then compute on input ex0 Ir according to the transition rules 
of U~ , committ ing the final 0 to finite-state memory. 
4. I f  k ) $2([ x 1), then compute on input x according to the transition rules of M, 
treating the rightmost symbol of e and the leftmost symbol of 0 h as the endmarkers 
for M. (Condition 1 allows the easy detection of the former.) 
Thus,  
L(M' )  = {exO k I e eL~ ~, x e {1}*, 
exO ~+~ eL(Ua)  if k < S~([ x [), 
xeL(M)=L if k~>S~( lx [ )} .  
We show that M'  requires no more than F(exO 7~+1) worktape squares to accept the 
input string exO k, where e ELp~ t and x e {1}* is so long that the following holds for each 
n>~lxl: 
logm n - (l - -  1) 9 tog~ log,~ n ---- max{log.~ n' - -  (l - -  1) 9 log.~ log., n' ] n' ~< n} 
>/ ( l  - -  1 ) -  log, .  l. 
By Condition 1, the first step requires no space at all. By Lemma 2 (and Condition 1), 
the second step requires no more than 
log., I x0~ I - -  (1 - -  1)" log,. log.. ] xOk I ~< log,. I exOt'+t [ --  (l - -  1)- log~ log~ I exOk+l I
F(exO k+l) 
worktape squares. By assumption, the third step requires no more thanF(exO k+l) worktape 
squares. Because M accepts within space St ,  the fourth step requires no more than 
Sa(I x l) worktape squares. Note that 
2" $1( I x I) = logm Sz([ x 1) - -  (l - -  1) 9 logm(2 " $1(] x I)) 
>~ log~ S2(I x 1) - -  ( l  - -  1) 2 -  S1( I x I), 
so that 2 " SI(I x I) ~ (logm S2(I x I))/1- Whenever the fourth step is executed, we have 
I exO~+l [ >/k  >~ $2( ] x i), so that 
2"  Sz(! x I) == log,. S2(i x L) - -  (l - -  1) 9 log,.(2 - St(] x ])) 
l og~ $2( [ x 1) - -  ( l  - -  1) 9 logm(( log~ S2(I x 1))1/) 
= log,~ s~(I x I) - q - 1) .  log,~ log~ &(I  x I) + (l - 1) .  log~ l 
2" (log., I exO~+~ I - (l  - 1) - log~ log~ I exO~+~ I) 
2 "F(exO~+l). 
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Applying the Recursion Theorem (Lemma 1) to M' ,  we get a program code e 0 for an 
(m, /)-machine that accepts {xO k ] e0xO ae L(M')} within space 
SpaceM%(XO k) ~ c q- SpaceM,(eoxO k)
for some constant c. 
Below we show that, for each sufficiently long string x ~ {1}, the following holds for 
every k: 
xO ~ ~L(M%) ~ x eL .  
By modifying M% to use its finite-state control to reject padded inputs (those which 
do not belong to {i}*) and to agree with M on short ones (those not "sufficiently long" 
below), therefore, we get an off-line TM that accepts L within space 
max F(eoxO ) e O( max G(x)); 
Ixl=n ]x l~2n 
hence, L eNSPACE(maxlxI<2~ G(x)) by [29]. But L C{1}* was chosen arbitrarily, 
so we must have every recursive L C{1}* belonging to the particular class 
NSPACE(maxI~I.<<~ G(x)). It follows by diagonalization that G cannot even be bounded 
by a recursive function. 
It remains only to prove the claim that, for each sufficiently long string x E {1}*, the 
following holds for every k: 
xO k eL(M, . )  ~ x eL .  
Let x e {1}* be so long that 
SpaceM.(eoxO k) ~ F(eoxO ,~+~) if eoxO k ~L(M') ,  
G(eoxO ~) -- F(eoxO k+l) ~ Ceo -t- C 
for every k ~ O. We establish the claim for x by induction on k running down from 
k>/$2(  [xl)  tok  =0.  
For the base step, assume k >~ Sz( ] x ]). Then 
x0 k eL(M~o) -~ eoxO ~ eL(M' )  (by choice of eo) 
~ eL  (because k >~ &(I ~ I))- 
For the induction step, assume k < $2(I x [), x0 k+l eL(M%) ~ x eL.  Then 
xO~ eL(M~o) ~ eoxO ~ eUM' )  
~- e0x0 k+l eL (U1)  
~- eoxO ~+1 eL(U)  
:=>- $0k+ 1 eL(M,o )
~ xeL  
(by choice of e0) 
(because k < &(I x 3) 
(because L(U1) _C L(U)) 
(by universality) 
(by induction hypothesis). 
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Conversely, assume x~L.  By the induction hypothesis, xO~+IEL(M%); hence, 
eoxO~+lcL(U) by universality, and eoxOk+l~L(M ') by choice of e o. In fact, 
eoxO k+l ~ L(U1) C L(U), because 
Finally, 
Spacev(eo xOk+l) ~ Ceo + SpaceM%(XO k+l) 
-~< eeo + c -{- SpaceM,(eoxO k+l) 
c,o + c + F(eoxO k+2) 
< G(eoxO k+l) (because x is so long). 
e0xO k+l ~L(U1) =- eoxO k~L(M')  
=> xO k c L(Meo) 
(because k < $2(1 x 1)) 
(by choice of eo). I 
THEOREM 6. Assume So is fully constructable by an (m, l)-maehine. There is a language 
L _C {0, 1}* which satisfies 
(1) L e NSPACE(S0, m, l + 1), 
(2) LCNSPACE(S,m,I) if S(n) >~ logmn-- ( l - -  l) "logmlog,.n and 
1 e O(So(n) - S(n + 1)). 
Proof. Take L = Lso (U), where U is the universal (m, /)-machine of Condition 2. 
(l) By Proposition 3, L ~ NSPACE(S0,  m, l + 1). 
(2) Suppose that the (m, /)-machine U 1 accepts L within some space bound S 
satisfying 
S(n) ~ log.~ n - -  (l -- 1) 9 log,,~ log,,, n, 
1 e o(So(n) - S(n + 1)). 
By the main lemma (Lemma 3) with F(x) = S(] x I), G(x) = So( I x 1), this leads to the 
contradiction that the fully constructable space bound S o is not recursive. | 
COROLLARY 6.1. Assume S o is fully constructable by an (m, l)-machine. There is a 
language L C {0, 1}* which satisfies 
(1) L E NSPACE(So,  m, l + 3), 
(2) L ~ NSPACE(S,  m, l + 2) if 1 co(So(n ) -- S(n + I)). 
Proof. Because 1 ~ O(So(n)) follows from 1 c o(So(n ) -- S(n + 1)), we must have 
log"* n --  l -  log,, log"* n -- So(n ) ~ O(1) 
by Proposition 2(3). Therefore, we need only consider space bounds S satisfying 
S(n) ~ log,~ n --  (l + I)" log,~ log"* n. | 
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By choosing appropriate ncodings of strings over {0, 1} as strings over just {1}, we 
can apply our main lemma (Lemma 3) to separate classes of languages over a one-letter 
alphabet as well. 
LEMMA 4. 
keN:  
Define hi,  h2: {0, 1}*-+ {0, 1}* as follows for x ~{0, 1}* without suffix O, 
h~(xO~) = x, 
h2(xO ~) ~ the m-ary representation of k. 
For f: N -+ N nondecreasing, 
h: {0, l}* -+ Nsuch that 
unbounded, and linear space honest, there is a map 
(1) h(xO) = h(x) + f(h(x)), 
(2) h is one-one, 
(3) ] h~(x)l + [ h2(x)[ = 1Ogr~ h(x) -- H(h(x)) for some H with 1 c o(H(n)), 
(4) {h~(x) # h2(x) # 1 ''~) I x E {0, l}*} e DSPACE(log n). 
Proof. Define g: {0, 1}*--+N so that bin(g(x)) = Ix; i.e., concatenate a high-order 
bit 1 onto x to get the binary representation of g(x). Let f ' :  N--~ N be the strictly 
increasing function with range {n I f (n+ 1)>f(n)} .  Finally, define h:{0, I}* -+N 
inductively by 
h(xO) = h(x) + f(h(x)), 
h(x) = f ' (m ~(~)) + f(f'(mgr + 1 for 0 not a suffix of x. 
(2) In the case that neither x nor x' is of the form y0, we have 
h(x) = h(x') only if x = x' 
because g is one-one and f '(n) + f ( f ' (n) )  + 1 is strictly increasing. In  the case that 
x -- y0 and x' = y'0, we have 
h(x) = h(x') only if h(y) = h(y') 
because n q- f (n)  is strictly increasing. Unless there are strings x =y0 and x' not of 
that form with h(x) = h(x'), therefore, h must be one-one. For such strings to exist, 
the ranges of the strictly increasing functions f '(n) + f ( f ' (n))  + 1 and n + f(n) must 
intersect. For every n, however, 
f'(n) + f(f '(n)) < f'(n) + f(f '(n)) + 1 
< (f'(n) + 1) + ( f( f ' (n))  + 1) 
<~ (f'(n) + l) + f(f'(n) + 1); 
so the ranges are disjoint and h is one--one. 
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(3) Because h is one-one, it suffices to show that ]hl(X)t-t- lhz(x)l  = 
log m h(x) -- H(I x 1) for some g with 1 e o(H(n)). Suppose there is no such H. Then 
there is some bound b such that 
L = {x ~ {0, 1}* [ log,, h(x) - -  (I ha(x)[ + ] he(x)]) ~ b} 
is infinite. 
I f  x - -  y07~ for y c {0, 1 }* without suffix 0, then 
/c--1 
h(x) = h(y) + ~ f(h(yO~)) 
i=0 
k .f(h(y)) 
k "f(f'(mg'U))) 
k 9 m o(u), 
so that 
log., h(x)  - -  ([ hl(X)l + I h2(x)[) > logm h(x)  --  ([ y I -]- 1 .4- logm k) 
~ g(Y) -  ly l  - I. 
For all but finitely many y, g(y) - -  l Y i - 1 > b; so {hl(x ) I x eL}  is finite. 
Because {h1(x) txeL  } is finite, we can select some particular y e{0, I}* without 
suffix 0 for which {y0 ~ I k ~ N} n L is infinite. Because h is one-one, 
lim [h (yOk) /h (y ) ]  = oo.  
k-~m 
Since f is nondecreasing and unbounded, 
lim [f(h(yO~O)/f(h(y))] = oo. 
Finally, 
lira [(h(y0 ~) - -  h(y))/(k " f(h(y)))]  = oo, 
since h(yO ~) - -  h (y )  = y~-~f(h(yO~)). Thus  we can take k so that y0  k eL  and so large 
that 
h(yO k) ~ k . rn b+z ' f (h(y) ) .  
But then 
log,,~ h(yO k) >~ log,,~ k @ (b + 2) -1- g(y)  
[ ha(yOk)] + ] h~(yOk)[ + (b + I), 
contradicting yO k ~ L. 
(4) On input x#y # 1 ~, compute as follows: 
1. Check that x ~ {0, 1}* does not have suffix O. 
2. Compute bin(g(x)) = Ix. 
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3, 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Compute bin(mg(~)). 
Compute bin(f'(mg(~))) and bin(f(f'(mg(~)))) by computing bin(f  (n)) 
,2 .... while counting the members of {n ]f(n -+- 1) > f(n)} in binary. 
Compute bin(h(x)) = bin(f '(m 'a(~)) q-f(f'(m~ q- 1). 
Check that y is the m-ary representation f some integer k. Compute bin(k). 
Compute bin(h(x0~)). 
Compute bin(z). 
Check that bin(z) bin(h(x0a:)). 
for 
TIaEoREM 7. Let f (n) E O(n) -- O(1) be nondecreasing and linear space honest. Assume 
S O with log n E o(So(n)) is fully constructable by an (m, l + 1)-machine. There is a language 
L C { I }* which satisfies 
(1) L ~ NSPACE(S o , m, l + 3), 
(2) L r NSPACE(S, m, l) if So(n ) -- S(n q- f(n)) >~ 4" log~, n. 
Proof. Let h 1, h 2, h, Hbe  as in Lemma4,  and let Ube  the universal (re, l+  1)- 
machine of Condition 2. 
Lemma 4 allows us to construct an (m, l + 2)-machine V with 
L(V) = {lh(~) [xEL(U)}, 
Spacev(1 h(~)) = max{S0(h(x)), 2- (log,n h(x) -- H(h(x))) -}- Spacer(x)} for x EL(U). 
On input 17'('), V uses the lemma to compute hi(x), h2(x ) within space proportional to 
log h(x). Since h is one-one and log n ~ o(So(n)) , this means that V computes hi(x), h2(x )
within space So(h(x)) for all but finitely many x; the exceptions can be patched by 
modifying lhe finite-state control of V Then, using the pair (h~(x), hz(x)) as its repre- 
The space usage above is as follows: 
I. No space. 
2. Space proportional to Ix I. 
3. Space proportional to g(x). 
4. Space proportional to logf'(mg(')) + Iogf(f'(mg('~)) since f is linear space 
honest, nondecreasing. 
5. Space proportional to log h(x)_ 
6. Space proportional to i Y I- 
7. Space proportional to log h(xO ~) since f is linear space honest, nondecreasing. 
8. Space proportional to tog z. 
9. No additional space. 
It is easy to verify that, if z = k(xO J~) does hold, then the sum of these quantities is 
proportional to log ~. | 
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sentation of x, V carries out a computation by U on x. During this computation, the 
pair (h~(x), h2(x)) is stored written on every other worktape square starting at the left 
end of the worktape. This accounts for the extra space 2"(I hl(x)l-t-Ihz(x)l)-- 
2 9 (logm h(x) -- H(h(x))). The intervening squares, which may be thought of as a second 
track in this region, are used for marking and m-ary counting by the extra head, which 
also serves to delimit the region. 
extra track 
worktape of U 
T 
extra 
head 
The extra track is used in four ways: 
1. The boundary between hl(X ) and h~(x) is marked. 
2. The position (if any) in the prefix hl(x ) of x scanned by U is marked. 
3. The m-ary representation of the position (if any) in the trailing string of O's 
of x scanned by U is maintained beneath a(x ) for comparison. 
4. The boundary between h2(x ) and the worktape of U is temporarily marked 
whenever the extra head must leave its post there to "carry" or "borrow" in the m-ary 
count or (if the m-ary count is 0) to adjust the input head position marker beneath l(x ). 
Take L ~ Lso (V). By Proposition 3, L c NSPACE(S0, m, l + 3). It remains to prove 
L ~ NSPACE(S, m, l) if So(n ) -- S(n + f(n)) ~ 4" log,, n. 
Suppose that the (m, /)-machine V1 does accept L within some space bound S with 
S(n +f (n ) )= So(n ) - -4 - log~,n .  Lemma 4 allows us to construct an (re, l+  1)- 
machine U 1 with 
L(U~) = (x ~ {0, 1}* ] lh(~) ~L(Vx)} 
= {x c {0, 1}* I 1 h(~ ELso(V)} 
= {x e {0, 1}* [ 1 hr eL(V),  Spacer(1 h~)) ~ So(h(x)) }
= {x eL(U) ] Spacev(t ~(~)) ~< So(h(x))} 
= {x eL(U) [ Spacer(x) ~ So(h(x)) - -  2" 1ogre h(x) + 2" H(h(x))}, 
Spacevl(x0) ~ max{S(h(xO)), 2" log.. h(xO) + Spacev1(lh(z~ 
2-  log,. h(xO) + S(h(xO)) for xO eL(U~). 
On input x ~ {0, 1}*, U 1 uses the lemma to compute the m-ary representation of h(x) 
within space proportional to log h(x). Since h is one-one and log n ~ o(So(n)), this means 
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that U 1 computes the m-ary representation of h(yO) within space S(h(yO))= 
S(h(y) + f(h(y))) =- So(h(y)) - -  4 -log,~ h(y) for all but  finitely many y;  the exceptions 
can be patched by modi fy ing the finite-state control of U 1 . Then,  using the m-ary 
representation of h(x) as its representat ion of 1 ~(~) (as above but  simpler), U 1 carries 
out a computat ion by V I on 1 hc~). 
Final ly, define F, G: {0, 1}*--+ N by 
t2 -  log," h(x) + S(h(x)) if 0 is a suffix of x, 
F(x) = fmax{Spaceu1(x), log,~ ] x [ - -  l"  log," log,n [ x [} otherwise; 
G(x) = So(h(x)) - -  2"  log,, h(x) + 2" H(h(x)). 
We immediate ly  have 
L(U1) = {x ~L(U) I Spaceu(x) ~<~ G(x)}, 
Spacevl(x ) ~< F(x) for x eL(U~), 
F(x) ~ log~ ] x [ - -  l -  log," log," [ x 1. 
Because f(n) E O(n), we can take j so large that f (n )  ~< in. Then 
c(x )  - F (x0)  = So(h(x)) -- S(h(x) + f(h(x))) 
- -  2 .  log," h(x) - -  2 .  log,"(h(x) ,-l- f(h(x))) 
+ 2 9 H(h(x))  
= 4 - log,~ h(x) - -  2 9 log," h(x) 
- -  2 9 log,"(h(x) + f(h(x))) + 2" H(h(x)) 
/> 4"  log," h(x) - -  2" log,~ h(x) - -  2"  log,"((j  -t- 1) .  h(x)) 
4- 2 . H(h(x)) 
= 2" H(h(x)) - -  2 9 log,"(j  -]- 1), 
which tends to infinity as ]x l  tends to infinity, since h is one-one and 1 e o(H(n)). By 
Lemma 3, this leads to the contradict ion that 
G(x) = So(h(x)) - -  2"  log," h(x) + 2" H(h(x)) 
= So(h(x) )  - -  2 "(I hx(x)l + I hm(x)l) 
is not recursive. | 
Remark. The condit ion log n E o(So(n)) was used above only so that the conversion 
to and from h(x) never required more than So(h(x)) - -  4 -  log~ h(x) worktape squares. 
For  each l inear space honest f as in the theorem, therefore, there is a constant c I such 
that we need only require So(n ) ~ cf " log 2 n. 
The condit ion So(n ) -- S(n + f(n)) >~ 4 9 log,, n in Theorem 7 is relatively significant 
for space bounds So(n ) near log n. The  purpose of the final result of this section is to 
weaken this condit ion in the special case f(n) = n. 
57I/I4/I-7 
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LEMMA 5. There is a map h: {0, 1}* --+ N such that 
(1) h(xO) -= 2 " h(x), 
(2) h(xlSOk)/h(1JO ~) is an integer which depends only on x i f  O, 1 are not suffixes of 
xlJ, x, respectively, 
(3) logz h(x) ~/ ] x I, 
(4) h is one-one, 
(5) a deterministic (2, 2)-machine can compute x from 1 htz) within space log2 h(x), 
leaving delimiting worktape heads around the result. 
Proof. For 0, I not suffixes of xlJ, x, respectively, define h(xP0 ~) ~ 2 l' - 3 j 9 (6 /+ 1), 
where lx ~ bin(i). Clearly h satisfies (1)-(4). 
To compute xl~0 ~ from 1 hlzlj~ where lx = bin(i), a deterministic (2, 2)-machine 
can start with 
bin(h(xlJ0k)) = bin(2 ~- 3 j" (6i + 1)) 
bin(3 j -  (6i q- 1)) 0 ~, 
convert that to bin(6i-{- 1) l J0 k by repeated division by 3, convert that to lxl~0 ~ by 
subtracting 1 and dividing by 6, and finally convert hat to xU0 k. | 
THeOaEM 8. Assume S O with 1 e o(So(n ) --  tog~ n) is ful ly constructable by an (m, l)- 
machine, l >/2. There is a language L C_ {1}* which satisfies 
(1) L e NSPACE(S0, m, l -l- 1), 
(2) L 6 NSPACE(S, m, l) if 1 ~ O(So(n ) - -  S(2n)). 
Proof. This proof resembles those of Lemma 3 and Theorem 7, but it takes advantage 
of the properties listed in Lemma 5. Let h be as in Lemma 5, and let U be the universal 
(m, /)-machine of Condition 2. Lemma 5 allows us to construct an (m, /)-machine V with 
L(V)  ~- (1 hr176 1 e eL'~d~,j > 0, k ~> 0, el ~.1;~ eL(U)) ,  
Spacer(1 h<'~j) ~< max{log 2 h(ex), de + Spacev(elU~*~))} for e eL~6 ~, 1 ~<'~ eL(V) ,  
where de depends only on e because of part (2) of Lemma 5. 
Take L =Lso(V) .  By Proposition 3, L e NSPACE(So ,  m, l + I). It remains only to 
prove L • NSPACE(S,  m, l) if 1 e O(So(n ) --  S(2n)). 
Suppose that the (m, /)-machine V 1 does accept L within some space bound S with 
1 ~ O(So(n ) --  S(2n)). Because 1 E O(So(n ) --  log 2 n), it is no loss of generality to assume 
S(n) >/log 2 n. 
Let L IC{ I}*  be any recursive language over {1}. Because L 1 is recursive, 
L 1 e DSPACE(S1,2,  1) for some space bound $1 that is fully constructable by a (2, 1)- 
machine. Let M be a (2, 1)-machine which accepts L 1 within space S 1 . Design an 
(m, /)-machine M '  that operates as follows on the input string 1'~: 
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1. I f  possible, compute exO k with h(exO k) = n, e cL~ ~, x e {1}% [ x [ > 0, k >~ 0. 
(If n is not of this form, then do not accept 1'~.) Then erase all but x0 k. 
2. Convert x to bin(] x I), leaving every second and third tape square blank. These 
extra tape squares may be thought of as two extra tracks beneath bin([ x 1)- One will be 
used for binary counting up to bin(] x 1), and the other will be used to mark the ends of 
the string so that it can be carried around and maintained by some head with other duties 
below. 
3. Determine whether k >/Sz({ x [) by attempting to lay out space SI( I x 1) within 
the space occupied by 0 ~. Then restore 0 e. 
4. I f  k < $1( t x I), then completely erase the tape and compute on input 
t 2~ = 1 h(~~ according to the transition rules Of V 1 . 
5. I f  k >~ $1( ] x ]), then compute on input x according to the transition rules of M, 
using bin(l x I) as the input representation. 
m.~ e{1}*, [ X [ > 0, k >~ 0, requires To accept he input string 1 h(~~ where e eLpe, x 
no more than 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Thus, 
max{log 2 h(exOk), 3 " logz ] x ] + k, S(h(exOk+X))} <~ S(h(exO~+l)) 
tape squares if I x] /> l0 (so that 3 - log 2 [ x ] ~ I x ]). 
The Recursion Theorem (Lemma 1) does not apply as stated, so we adapt it. Let e~ 
be the program code for M'.  'Fake Mq to be an (m, /)-machine that operates as follows, 
given 1 h(~~ (where x ~ {1}*, ] x I > 0) on its input tape and e ELp'*~ z on its worktape: 
1. Convert e to f(e), where f :  Lp~ z --~Lp~  is as in Condition 3. 
2. Convert f(e) to the string y ~ {1}* of length h(f(e) x0k)/h(x0k). 
3. Compute on input ez 9 1 h(1(e)x~ according to the transition rules of U. To do 
this, commit e 2 to finite-state memory and carry y around with one of the worktape 
heads of U, modifying symbols of y to mark the ends of the string and the position in y 
that indicates which of the l Y ] copies of 1 ~(~~ that compose 1 ~m)~~ U is currently 
scanning on its input tape. 
Let e o =f(e l ) .  Then M% operates as follows on input 1 n('~~ where x E{I}*, Ix[  > 0: 
Write e 1 on the worktape. 
Convert el to f(el) = eo . 
Convert e 0 to the string y e {1}* of length h(eoxOk)/h(xOe). 
Compute on input e2 9 1 n%~~ according to the transition rules of U. 
17"~~ cL(M~o ) ~ e 2 " lhCeo xO~) EL(U)  ~ la(% ~~ CL(M'), 
S-acev M~0~.t'~cx~ < C + Spaeem,(lh(%~0b), 
where c is c% plus the number of worktape squares required for steps l, 2, 3. 
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For  x e{1}* so long that l x ] > /10  as above and S0(n ) - -  S(2n) >/d% + c% + c for 
every n >/h(eox), an induction on k running down from k >~ S1( [ x [) to k = 0 shows 
that 
1 ~(~~ eL(M%)  ~ x ~L  1 . 
Thus,  M% can be modif ied to give all off-line TM which accepts {1 h(xl [ x ~L1,  i x 1 > 0} 
within space S(h(eolnO)) = S(2"  h(e01~)) ~ O(so(h(eoln))). From this, it is easy to derive 
a fixed recursive space bound S' for which L I E NSPACE(S ' ) .  Since L 1 is an arbitrary 
recursive language over {1}, this is a contradiction. II 
Similar proofs give determinist ic versions of the above results. For  those proofs we 
modi fy each universal machine of  Condit ion 2 to halt without accepting rather than 
take a nondeterminist ic step. (We do not state these results, but each is obtained from 
the nondeterminist ic version by replacing each occurrence of "NSPACE"  by "DSPACE." )  
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